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LOGistICAL 2: France is a large open-world, strategy, puzzle game where you transport different
cargoes to complete all the towns throughout the country. Package includes: LOGistICAL 2: France
LOGistICAL 2: Tuvalu (FREE L2 tutorial) LOGistICAL 2: Suriname (FREE) LOGistICAL: Tutorial
LOGistICAL: Isle of Man (FREE) LOGistICAL: Xmas 2017 (FREE) LOGistICAL: ABC Islands (FREE)
LOGistICAL 2: France has a strong focus on the puzzling aspects of LOGistICAL and takes you back to
the non-business town-only playing strategies of LOGistICAL 1 while retaining the high resolution
road systems of LOGistICAL 2. Over 3500 towns and 50 businesses to complete. Each LOGistICAL
module has many unique things to do. In LOGistICAL 2: France you can: Fix roads to towns
throughout the complex road system. Most trucks sizes fit on all the roads, even with cargo. There
are lots of quarantine zones. Some regions don't allow building any industries. Complex LOGistICAL
puzzle solving around the quarantines. Roads to towns are all of the highest quality, so don't need
upgrading. Find some of the industries throughout the map. Upgrade them so you can build your
own. 13 new industries and 13 new resources. Over 150 industries from over 180 industry types.
Truck boosts include a super speed multiplier. Module includes contracts to complete for those not
knowing just where to start. Businesses don't consume resources. Businesses have a static score this
is not based on trucks sizes or amounts. NEW: Information button to show details about any town.
NEW: Information button to show details some of the businesses. Pre-rendering of the maps (35km
and greater) to bitmap to speed up the game play when zoomed out. LOGistICAL 2 brings you all the
fun and puzzling of LOGistICAL with even more towns, more puzzles and much more to do. This
LOGistICAL 2: France module brings you over 3500 towns to complete. LOGistICAL 2: France game
covers the country of France including cities like Paris, Marseille, Lyon, Toulouse and many, many
more. There are many new obstacles and deliveries to make. LOGistICAL Summary The whole game
is a huge puzzle while

PAYDAY 2: Tailor Pack 2 Features Key:
Sandbox/traditional skirmish mode
Customizable loadouts
Loot system with virtual backpack
Skill-sparse but balanced character creation
Tooltips
Various HUD elements
Tactical scope
Tech tree
IS-3
Slap-holding Snipers
Stealth Electronic Scanner
Falcons
Drones
Occasional special camo
Equipment Tinkering
Steam Workshop for add-on content
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DARIUSBURST Chronicle Saviours - Varth: Operation Thunderstorm
Time delay check out the Kongregate Game page or join the official

Discord!
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